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I. Committee Background

Working as an independent body in The Hague since 2002, the International Criminal

Court (ICC) is an intergovernmental organization that attends to cases from around the world,

prosecuting individuals for international crimes of genocide, crimes against humanity, war

crimes, and crimes of aggression. Currently, 124 countries are members of the ICC. In other

words, they are each a party in the Rome Statute, the document that holds the foundation of the

court and the defining characteristics of this particular tribunal. The United States, Russia,

China, and India are some countries that are not currently a signatory of the Rome Statute; this

means that their citizens are immune from being prosecuted by the ICC. When the UN Security

Council sends a case to the tribunal, all UN member states must cooperate since their decisions

are binding for all. Through international cooperation, the court will ensure the ICC can comply

with their prime objective of bringing justice to the perpetrators of crimes against humanity and

war crimes.

Disclaimer

For the purposes of this committee and simulation, the court will assume Idi Amin is

alive and was taken from Saudi Arabia to await trial in the United Kingdom. The committee will

also assume that all evidence currently compiled for or against Amin can be used during the

trial. Therefore, evidence from before 2002 will be considered to be under the jurisdiction of the

Rome Statute.

II. Introduction

Description and Definition of the Topic

Even though he started as a simple officer in the national army, Idi Amin eventually rose

through the ranks and became the self-appointed third president of the Republic of Uganda

after a military coup in 1971. As president, he subjected his nation to a totalitarian regime that

resulted in substantial massacres and the nation’s economic decline (The Rise to Power of the

Butcher of Uganda, 2016). As a means of securing total control, Amin is “estimated to have been

responsible for the deaths of roughly 300,000 civilians,” and the torture and incarceration of

countless others (Idi Amin, 2019). Throughout his reign, he afflicted numerous individuals

beyond Ugandan citizens including the Acholi and Lango tribes, Uganda’s Asian community,

foreigners, journalists and activists to name a few. Amin’s actions have led to severe political and
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economic instability in the country, along with deep-rooted fear among the citizens for their

safety and his brutal and violent nature earned him the title of the “Butcher of Uganda” (The

Rise to Power of the Butcher of Uganda, 2016). Subsequent consequences of his time as

president include the rise of a prevalent black market due to the lack of economic flow, multiple

violent guerrilla wars between the affected ethnic groups, and many instances of military

resistance to instituting a new, functional government to replace Amin’s rule of terror (Ingham,

2022). After many years of constant power abuses, the dissatisfaction of the Ugandan people

grew. It wasn't long before Amin made a wrong military move which initiated a war with

Tanzania and consequently forced him to flee. After being replaced with a   coalition government

of former exiles, Amin was living in a state of political exile in Saudi Arabia under the orders of

the Saudi leadership. He is currently situated in The United Kingdom.

The Problem

Idi Amin is classified as one of the most violent leaders in modern world history; in this

trial, he stands accused of committing various crimes against humanity and war crimes,

including murder, extermination, unlawful deportation, imprisonment in violation of

fundamental rules of international law, torture, prosecution on grounds deemed impermissible

under international law and enforced disappearance of persons (War crime: Why did Idi Amin

never face trial?, 2013). Amin was accused of murdering his civilians, allegedly chopping off his

victims’ heads, and even consuming their body parts. Amin did not only supposedly partake in

cannibalism, but he was also an extreme nationalist. For instance, he strongly believed that

Uganda should become self-reliant, even when they were not to be equipped to do so. He

politically isolated Uganda and caused a breakdown of the Ugandan economy. In addition, Amin

took tribalism to extreme measures; he ordered the prosecution of ethnic groups like the Acholi,

Lango, and others, forcing them to leave the country in 90 days— killing those who refused to

exit Uganda.

Numerous measures taken by Amin during his time in power could be considered as

crimes against humanity and are possible grounds to consider under the jurisdiction of the

Rome Statute. Thus, if Amin were found guilty, he could face harsh punishment. Throughout his

reign, he not only harmed Ugandans, but negatively affected Kenyans, Tanzanians, and Asians

residing in Uganda. In addition, he destroyed Uganda's economy and discriminated against

various racial groups by torturing and killing them. Idi Amin acted for his benefit and his own

beliefs while disregarding the well-being of his country and citizens, leaving behind a legacy of

political instability for years after his reign.
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III. History of the Topic

Chronological History of the Topic

Born and Raised in Northwest Uganda, Idi Amin had a troubled childhood. According to

Faal, His parents: Amin Dada (Kakwa descent) and Assa Aatte (Lugbara descent) separated at

his birth. He went on to live with his mother in Lugazi where he lacked education. Eventually, he

became a politically involved character as he assumed a culinary role in the British colonial army

at 21. There is skepticism surrounding Amin’s reliability; according to Britannica he claimed to

have served in Myanmar during World War II from 1939 to 1945; however, his records stated

that his service began in 1946. This has sparked curiosity as to how reliable Amin is for reporting

his own accomplishments and goals. He is portrayed as a convincing and manipulating figure

which is common for dictators such as himself. Through many promotions, Amin became an

important figure in the Kenyan-British offense which took place in 1956. In 1962, Amin grew

close with Milton Obote, the Ugandan president. This resulted in his promotion to Commander

which would set him on his path to power. Faal states that “Obote’s increasing dictatorial control

and growing unpopularity with the Ugandan people” created a easy and effective path for Amin

“to seize control of the country” and “have virtually limitless powers as leader in Uganda” as he

“would initially be seen as a popular liberator”(2009). This idea was executed during 1972 when

Idi Amin led the revolution which would cause him to violently remove Obote from power,

naming himself as the new “Commander-in-Chief.” Since he had won over his public’s hearts by

faking an appearance, his audience wasn’t aware of what was yet to come.

In 1925 in Koboko, Uganda, Idi Amin Dada Oumee was born to a humble family

belonging to the Kawka ethnic group (Britannica, 2022). Though little is known from Amin’s

early life, historians believe he grew up in his mother’s rural farming town in north-western

Uganda. In 1946, at 21 years old Amin joined the King's African Rifles, a British colonial army

unit, as an assistant cook. His military records indicate that his service started in 1946, although

he claimed to have served in Myanmar during World War II from 1939 to 1945. Amin quickly

climbed the ranks and participated in the Kenyan-British offense against Mau Mau from 1952

through 1956. Before Uganda’s independence in 1962, Amin was one of the few Ugandan troops

who attained a Lieutenant rank. His rank resulted in a close relationship with Milton Obote, the

Ugandan prime minister and president, leading to his promotion to the Army and Air Force

chief in 1966.

However, tensions with Obote quickly grew, and Amin successfully orchestrated a

military takeover on January 25, 1971 to remove Obote from the presidency. One week after

successfully overthrowing Milton Obote's government in Uganda, Major General Idi Amin

appointed himself president and commander of the country. Amin, who has been in charge of

the Ugandan army and air force since 1966, took over while Obote was absent. He was renowned

for his sudden mood swings ranging from buffoonery to cunningness and from tenderness to

dictatorship. This is a brief insight into his shifting point of view which led to his irrational

decisions. In 1972, he ordered the expulsion of all Asians from Uganda, which caused the
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country's economy to collapse. He also voiced his disagreement with various foreign leaders,

including Great Britain and the United States. He was a Muslim who broke Uganda's friendly

ties with Israel and made allies with Libya and the Palestinians. He allegedly ordered the

persecution of Acholi, Lango, and other ethnic groups.

The Uganda-Tanzania war was fought between the regime led by Idi Amin, Uganda, and

Julius Nyerere's Tanzania. The main cause of this issue began in 1971 when Amin took control of

Uganda after the coup against Milton Obote, Nyerere's ally. Nyerere approved the invasion of

Uganda with armed exiles in the next year. Because of this, the two countries did not have a

positive relationship, which has caused conflict over time. In 1975, Amin became field marshal,

an officer of the highest rank. In 1976, he made himself permanent president, which increased

his violent suppression of different ethnic groups and political opponents. In 1978, Amin

ordered an attack on Tanzania. Aided by Ugandan nationalists, Tanzanian troops eventually

overpowered the Ugandan army. In April 1979, Amin and his government fled the country when

the Ugandan Army was defeated. He was succeeded as president by Yusufu Lule two days later.

After escaping first to Libya, Amin finally settled in Saudi Arabia (Ingham, 2022). Amin was

granted asylum in Saudi Arabia. Although he was responsible for the murder of more than

300,000 Ugandans, he never stood trial for what he had done. This was a huge setback for the

ICC because they were limited in the actions they could take against his crimes.

Amin was gone, so Lule came to power as the president. However, after only 68 days as

president, Lule was removed from office in a sudden seizure of power that was led by the

National Consultative Council. In June 1979, Godfrey Binaisa became president, but this was

only for eleven months until a military group removed him. For a brief period after that, Uganda

was controlled by a military commission and by the Presidential Commission of Uganda, led by

Paulo Muwanga. In 1980, Obote returned from his exile to resume as the president of Uganda.

Evidently, Amin had a negative effect on the country, as he created political instability in

Uganda.

Historical Case Studies

Adolf Hitler

World War II played a vital role in the Nazi’s antisemitic policy toward the genocide

against Jewish people. In 1921, Adolf Hitler was elected to be the undisputed Führer, or leader,

of the Nazi Party (United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, n.d.). The Nazis’ ideology

consisted of several key points, including nationalism, racial superiority, antisemitism, and

anti-communism. Hitler established a dictatorship based on this ideology and aimed to

eliminate Europe's Jews and other perceived enemies of Nazi Germany under his rule. The Nazis

initiated, organized, and directed the genocide against Jewish people, and their racist ideology

verified it. After invading Poland in 1939, the Nazis built ghettos, enclosed communities built to

contain the Jewish population and isolate them which resulted in over three million Jews
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coming under German control (Why did the Holocaust happen?, n.d.). Then, in June 1941, after

the Nazis invaded the Soviet Union, their actions against the Jewish community escalated.

Following behind the German army, the Einsatzgruppen, otherwise known as the Paramilitary

death squads of Nazi Germany, conducted mass shootings of Jews, communists, or any other

person considered an enemy of the Nazis (Why did the Holocaust happen?, n.d.). Nevertheless,

in early 1942, the invasion of the Soviet Union slowed, but the actions against the Jews

intensified. Concentration camps were full of Jewish people, and Jews were victims of Nazi

attacks. Yet, by 1943, it was clear that the Nazis were facing defeat in the war, leading them to

cover up evidence of their crimes — they liquidated evidence of the mass murder of

concentration camps in Reinhard, Treblinka, Sobibor, Belzec, and Majdanek. In October 1944,

traces of the murders at Auschwitz were destroyed, and the gas chambers were blown up. By

early 1945, the Nazi military force was collapsing, forcing them to retreat which led to the

liberation of concentration camps by Soviet soldiers (The collapse of Nazi Germany, 2011).After

those who remained in concentration camps were liberated, the Nuremberg Trials took place,

aiming to convict all Nazi war criminals responsible for the systematic murder of over six

million Jews (Knapp, 2022). Of the 199 defendants, 161 were convicted, and 37 were sentenced

to death. The Nuremberg Trials represented a “historic moment in the development of

international war,” paving the way for the International Criminal Court and a modern-day

representation of crimes against humanity (Kirsch, 2006). Hitler’s actions as the leader of Nazi

Germany harmed the nation's citizens and led to the mass genocide of minority groups. In a

similar matter, Amin used his power to harm his country’s population, leading to the decline

and murders of minority groups, as well as political and economic instability.

Pol Pot

Pol Pot was a Cambodian politician, communist dictator, and the leader of the Khmer

Rouge group from 1975 to 1979. During his rule, “an estimated 1.5 to 2 million Cambodians died

of starvation, execution, disease or overwork” (Pol Pot, 2009). The Khmer Rouge group under

Pot attempted to create a classless communist society inspired by Mao Zedong. The group had a

radical ideology inspired by a one-party rule that rejected urban and western ideas and

eradicated private property. In 1967, Pol Pot began to rise as Cambodian party chief of the

Khmer Rouge who started an uprising against the government in power; however, it was swiftly

brutally suppressed by the government (Chronology of Cambodian.. n.d) Three years later, due

to political and economic turmoil in Cambodia, then Prime Minister Lon Nol -backed up by the

Cambodian National Assembly- began a process to remove then head of state Prince Norodom

Sihanouk from power (Nachemson, 2020). After a bloodless transition of power, Nol became the

president of the renamed Khmer Republic. In retaliation, Sihanouk would initiate what we know

today as the Cambodian Civil War. Lon Nol’s Troops and the Khmer Rouge committed huge

atrocities, including mass evacuations, brutality, and imprisonment, among others (Pol Pot,

2009).
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After years of fighting, the Khmer Rouge won the civil war, and although thousands of

Cambodians had died, it would only worsen. In 1976, Pol Pot became the official primer minister

of Cambodia. Under his regime, millions of residents were evacuated; doctors, teachers, and

professionals were forced to work in agricultural “fields as part of a re-education process” ( Pol

Pot, 2009). If there were complaints about the work that they were asked to do, they would be

tortured and killed. In addition, most of a person’s life was controlled by Pol Pot’s government.

This included money, private property, gambling, books, and jewelry. Children were forced into

the military, and strict rules about dress codes, vocabulary, and sexual relations were

implemented. In the act of trying to push Cambodia to become self-sufficient, it is estimated that

Pot killed thousands due to starvation and disease (Backhouse, 2022). During his time in power,

Pot would also be responsible for orchestrating the Cambodian Genocide. According to

Encyclopedia Britannica, this genocide targeted minorities and intellectuals and it is estimated

that Pot’s regime killed between 1.25 and 3 million individuals. Eventually, Pot lost power in the

face of armed conflict with Vietnam. Due to the aftermath of Pot’s atrocities, the United Nations

and the new Cambodian government established the Khmer Rouge Tribunal with the goal to

bring senior officials of Khmer Rouge operations to justice (Cochran, 2022). At the time though,

Pol Pot had already died of natural causes withe detained in 1998 (History Editors, 2010). Due

to Pol Pot’s actions during his reign, he is considered to be one of the “most barbaric and

murderous [leader] in recent history” (Pol Pot, 2009).

Slobodan Milošević

Slobodan Milošević was the former president of Serbia, he served from 1989 to 1997.

After 8 years in power, he became the president of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia from 1997

to 2000 after the death of Yugoslavia's former ruler, Marshal Tito. Yet, Yugoslavia started to

collapse with the beginning of Milošević’s rule. The former president played a significant role in

the Kosovo war as he was found guilty of orchestrating multiple crimesagainst humanity,

notably torture and genocide during de Srebrenica Massacre of 1995. Furthermore, when

Croatia and Slovenia declared their independence from Yugoslavia on June 25, 1991, Milošević

initiated a war against those who were opposing the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. To prevent

people from leaving the country, Milošević sent tanks and a Serbian-led Yugoslavian army to

Croatia, causing 10,000 deaths — only to be stopped by the UN when they intervened by issuing

a cease-fire. Then again, in 1992, Bosnia-Herzegovina declared its independence from

Yugoslavia, causing Milošević to start the Bosnian Serb Rebellion and begin a war that killed

200,000 people before ending in 1995.

After being elected as the Yugoslavian president in 1997 and then losing in the election of

2000, Milošević refused to resign. However, he was forced to quit due to various protests against

him. Milošević was charged with corruption and an abuse of power, and surrendered to Serbian

authorities in 2001 and was later taken to the Netherlands. In 2002, the former president went

on trial in The Hauge for recorded 66 counts of genocide, crimes against humanity, and war
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crimes. His trial lasted four years, from 2002 until 2006, when he died in a prison cell due to a

heart attack (Slobodan Milosevic goes on trial for War Crimes, 2009). Milošević’s situation, like

Amin’s, displays the exploitation of power by country's leaders and shows how people previously

in positions of power do not like to give that power away to other people.

Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo

In 2008, Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, the former vice president of the Democratic

Republic of the Congo, was arrested outside of Brussels after the ICC’s Pre-Trial Chamber III

issued a sealed warrant for his arrest. One of the main charges he faced by the ICC was the

leadership of the Movement for the Liberation of the Congo’s forces (MLC) in the Central

African Republic. The MLC was involved in “a widespread or systematic attack against a civilian

population during which rape, torture, outrages upon personal dignity and pillaging were

committed in, but not limited to, the localities of PK 12, Bossongoa and Mongoumba” from 2002

to 2003 (ICC, 2008). Towards the end of 2002, by the initiative of then President of the Central

African Republic Ange-Félix Patassé, Jean-Pierre Bemba, President and Commander-in-Chief of

the MLC, formed a coalition to oppose a coup led by the former head of Central African Armed

Forces Personnel, André Kolingba. During the unsuccessful five-month operation, MLC forces

murdered, raped, and looted civilians throughout the Republic of Congo. In 2008, after

engaging in war crimes and crimes against humanity, Bemba surrendered to the ICC (CFR,

2022).

Bemba’s trial lasted until 2016 when the former vice president was sentenced to 18 years

in prison after being found guilty of his charges. Bemba was even charged with sexual violence;

this conviction was the first of its kind for the ICC. However, Bemba was later cleared of all

allegations against him just two years later; the ICC Appeals Chamber ruled that he could not be

held accountable for the crimes committed by his forces and dismissed the verdict on the

grounds of command responsibility. Bemba then returned to the Democratic Republic of Congo

and announced his candidacy for presidency; however, he was barred from running by the

National Electoral Commission. Bemba’s approach to power was similar to Amin's; their power

allowed them to take advantage of their population. Both used their position to discriminate and

brutally abuse their community for personal gain. Amin and Bemba also shared similar ethics in

that they were willing to completely ruin the lives of the people they were supposed to protect.

Daniel Ortega

Daniel Ortega is the current President of Nicaragua; he started his first official term in

1984 after the defeat of the Somoza family, a family responsible for a familial dictatorship, by

the Sandinista National Liberation Front (FSLN). After losing two re-election campaigns in a

row, Ortega took decisive action and won his third re-election attempt after gaining favor

amongst the country’s poor, promising initiatives that would help them develop their position in

the social hierarchy (Ortega, 2022). However, soon after he came to power, the government
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began restricting public access to official documents and news outlets were censored. In

addition, Ortega’s government started praising the ideas of Chavismo, the political ideology of

Venezuelan President Hugo Chávez. Over time, Ortega removed clauses in the constitution —

“the constitutional ban on consecutive reelection,” political parties, and important authorities

that stood in the way of an indefinite presidency — letting him stay in power for an extended

period of time with no term limit (Ortega, 2022).

As president, Ortega continues to abuse his power. Protesters are arrested and receive

inhumane abuse in detainment centers. Those who are detained were not allowed to have their

lawyers in court and limited to the public defenders assigned to them by the government

(Human Rights Watch, 2021). However, countless protesters are killed before they ever reach

court due to the alliance between the national police and pro-government civilian groups. These

two groups have worked together to quell the widespread protests led by civilians in increasingly

violent ways, “leaving at least 328 dead, some 2,000 injured, and hundreds detained,” and even

“21 police officers killed in the context of demonstrations” (Human Rights Watch, 2021).

In order to secure his position as head of state, Ortega has removed opposing parties and

threats to his position of authority and has modified his nation's constitution to fit his agenda.

Ortega’s actions are similar to those that Amin took to continuously hold all power during his

term, leading to the subsequent decline in freedom and economic prosperity in Uganda. As a

result, Nicaragua is in a similar state to Uganda's under Amin, with its citizens fearing for their

safety and their country's future due to the extensive political instability and violence brought

forth by its leaders.

Past UN Actions

During Amin’s reign, he ordered the public execution of anyone who was against his

regime. Those who opposed his way of ruling were murdered and abused; sledgehammers,

brutal force, and violence were employed to murder and harm people. Thus, there was enough

evidence to have Amin face prosecution in the International Criminal Court. The 5th Article of

the Rome Statute states that the ICC is only involved in the most serious crimes that affect the

international community, and due to the severity ofAmin’s crimes, if fell into the court’s

jurisdiction (Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, 1998). Due to the “Geneva

Conventions and Additional Protocol 1 of 1977, the state is supposed to be responsible for

prosecuting people for war crimes” (War crime: Why did Idi Amin never face trial?, 2013). Yet,

due to citizens' immense fear of Amin and his political party, Uganda failed to put him on

national trial.

Moreover, the Security Council can send cases to be investigated by the ICC. As a

complementary authority, the ICC’s function was to take over the prosecution of Amin.

However, even though the ICC had the ability and evidence to try Amin for the war crimes

mentioned in article 8, Amin has not been tried as of yet; instead, he was exiled to a sanctuary in

Saudi Arabia. He left the country, leaving all the victims to suffer, while he faced no
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consequences for his war crimes. In this situation, the UN failed to do its job correctly, as Amin

did not face trial with the ICC until now.

More recently, starting in June 2002, Uganda ratified the Rome Statute, which states

that the ICC will be involved in serious crimes, including murder, rape, genocides, and more.

Thus, the ICC has the ability to exercise its jurisdiction over offenses within Uganda or crimes

caused by its nationals. ICC investigations have been related mainly to war crimes and offenses

against humanity in the country — murder, rape, forced enlistment of minors, attacks against a

population, sexual enslavement, and enslavement, among some of the offenses tackled by the

ICC. The cases brought to the ICC in Uganda have mostly been armed executions between the

Lord's Resistance Army (LRA) and the national authorities, mainly in Northern Uganda

(Uganda, n.d.). In this case, the ICC Pre-Trial Chamber judges issued an arrest, successfully

completing the court's job. Cases, including those previously mentioned, are attended by the ICC

because the Ugandan court cannot solve them independently. It is clear that because of the

events involving Amin, and the lack of actions taken to punish him for his actions, the

International Criminal Court has become more active in Uganda.

IV. Key Players and Points of View

Idi Amin

Idi Amin, the former president of Uganda, allegedly committed several crimes under the

jurisdiction of the Rome Statute and the International Criminal Court including murder,

extermination, unlawful deportation, imprisonment in violation of fundamental rules of

international law, torture, prosecution on grounds deemed impermissible under international

law and enforced disappearance of persons. Amin held office for eight years, from 1971 to 1979;

however, he had long-lasting effects on Uganda, and caused a state of political turmoil and

economic instability during and after his term. According to The Guardian, the death toll of

Amin’s reign is unknown “the best estimate, from the International Commission of Jurists in

Geneva, is that it was not less than 80,000 and more likely around 300,000. Another estimate,

compiled by exile organizations with the help of Amnesty International, put the number killed at

500,000” (Keatly, 2003). In addition, Amin’s reign worsened Uganda’s relations with other

countries and international relations. Regardless, several Ugandans have praised Amin for his

actions, particularly those in the North-Western region. As The Economist states, in “the

country he terrorized into penury in the 1970s,” his “ethnic brethren and fellow Muslims

eulogized him as a ‘great man’” (Bloody Tyrant, now a good sort, 2003).

Jaffar Amin, the seventh of Idi Amin’s fifty sons, claims his father is portrayed unfairly

by the media, which “strengthen[s] his negative image” (Eichner, 2016). Furthermore, he

encouraged “the establishment of a commission” to carry out an investigation, claiming that “his

father had been tried by the court of public opinion and never received a fair trial” (Eichner,

2016). Despite these statements, Jaffar Amin has carried out reconciliation activities with

Muslims, Jews, and Christians, and wants to apologize to the Entebbe victims’ families.
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As of now, Amin is being held in the United Kingdom by authorities working under the

ICC awaiting trial.

Israel

Before Amin came to power, Uganda and Israel had been on good terms. However, their

relationship was compromised when Amin decided to favor his relationship with Libya and

Palestine instead of its relationship with Israel. The turning point for the associations between

the two countries was the Entebbe Raid, which occurred on June 27th, 1976. An airplane from

Air France en route to Paris, France, from Tel Aviv, Israel, was hijacked by the Popular Front for

the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) at a stop in Athens, Greece (Freedland, 2016). The airplane

flew to Libya for a brief stop for unknown reasons. Then it went to Uganda, where Amin himself

escorted all the passengers on the plane to an abandoned terminal at Entebbe airport

(Freedland, 2016). They had a total of 259 hostages, 247 passengers and 12 crew members. A

few days later, all non-Israeli passengers flew to Paris At this point, only 94 passengers and all

12 crew members remained held as hostages.

The PFLP demanded the freedom of the 53 Palestinian that had been sent off to different

corners of the world and jailed for an indefinite period of time in exchange for the remaining

hostages, to which they did not receive an immediate response (Epstein, 2016). However, the

reason for this delay was soon apparent; the day before the “deadline,” was the same day that

the PFLP members would start killing the hostages, the Israeli Army had devised a mission to

infiltrate Entebbe and rescue the hostages with the fewest number of casualties (Freedland,

2016). In the end, only 102 hostages were rescued, four died or went missing , and 20 Ugandan

soldiers died in the crossfire (Freedland, 2016). The Entebbe Raid took place because Israel

refused to comply with Amin’s repeated requests for firepower, funds, and backup to commit

more crimes and further his conquest of the African people (Idi Amin and Israel, 2003). For

these reasons, Israel publicly cut off all diplomatic ties with Amin and Uganda.

Ever since Amin’s exile, Israel and Uganda have improved their relations, this can be

seen when it was announced that “[t]he Ugandan government [had] chosen Israelis to re-build

the East African nation's infrastructure with money from the World Bank” (Petersburg, 2016). It

was particularly symbolic when it was revealed that part of the re-building included demolishing

Entebbe to build a new Ugandan airport. “It's a huge honor that they've chosen Israelis to plan

the country,” said Professor Yigal Tzamir, head of this project (Petersburg, 2016). As a result of

the seen support from Israel, Uganda has gone through major improvements and positive

changes in its infrastructure. This is proof yet again that Amin’s actions as the leader of Uganda

have only led to the suffering of the Ugandans and everyone else he deemed worthy of suffering.

United Kingdom

In 1972, Idi Amin ordered the expulsion of Ugandan Asians, giving them 60 days to leave

the country with only 50 pounds of luggage and a single suitcase (Brown, 2022). Amin believed
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the Asian population was a   “self-segregating community of bloodsuckers that had sabotaged the

economy and encouraged corruption,” and even went as far as to threaten those who did not

choose not to leave the country (Fulford, 2022). It is estimated that around 55,000 Ugandan

Asians were affected by this expulsion; 29,000 refugees fled to the UK, and another 10,000 were

granted entry to India and Pakistan (Brown, 2022). Because of this, only a small Asian

population was left behind in Uganda.

Amin’s decision to expel Asians from Uganda caused a rift in the relationship between

the United Kingdom and Uganda. The UK stepped up to help the expelled citizens, organizing

the first official evacuation flight. Eventually, the United Kingdom completely severed ties with

Uganda, especially after Amin refused to give in to international pressures and reverse the

expulsion of Asians. However, the expelled Ugandan-Asian community eventually settled in the

UK (Nasar, 2022). Eventually, this community became a highly economically successful

minority in the United Kingdom. An article published by Dr. Portes of King’s College London

showed that the occupation, education, and employment level of the minority are equally as

good as the rest of the population. As stated by Portes, the equality seen is incredible, especially

when considering Ugandan Asians' disadvantages when they arrived in the UK. Therefore,

despite Amin’s actions, Ugandan Asians have been able to make a mark in society and Britain.

As of 2022, it is the 50th anniversary of the expulsion. Former Prime Minister Boris Johnson

stated that the UK was proud of having welcomed the refugees from Uganda and has promised

that the country will continue to welcome refugees in future occasions.

Tanzania

Prior to Amin’s takeover of Uganda, Tanzania had a positive relationship with the

country; Tanzania’s president, Julius Nyerere, had close ties with President Obote, Amin’s

predecessor. However, once Amin forcefully took over Uganda, Nyerere refused to recognize

Amin’s government, offering asylum to Obote instead. In 1972, Ugandan exiles, with Nyerere’s

approval, attempted to retaliate against Amin. Yet, the attempts against Amin were

unsuccessful, causing Amin to bomb towns near Tanzania’s borders. Such led to both countries

signing the Mogadishu Agreement, where both presidents agreed to not support opposition

forces that targeted each other’s governments. However, Nyerere remained vocal about his

disapproval of Amin’s government, and Amin frequently threatened to invade Tanzania

(Roberts, 2014).

In October 1978, Amin sent his military to invade Tanzania, conquering the northern

territory of the Kagera River. According to Caroline Thomas, the lecturer of Public Relations at

the University of Southampton, Amin coordinated the military invasion to draw attention away

from “the erosion of [Amin’s] power base and troubles within the army” (Thomas, 1985). Amin

also believed that the Indians and Pakistanis he expelled exploited Uganda’s economy. With this

invasion, Nyerere realized that Amin had to be dealt with immediately; the Tanzanian military

prepared to fight back against the Ugandan forces with an invasion against Uganda. Tanzania
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ended up victorious in several battles in the south of Uganda. Then, Nyerere and Ugandan exiles

moved their focus to take Kampala and install a representative government. After the attacks

that were aided by Ugandan Nationalists, the Tanzanian troops eventually won and defeated the

Ugandan army (Ingham, 2022). In 1979, a triumphant counteroffensive was established by

Tanzania with the assistance of the Uganda National Liberation Front, an alliance of several

Ugandan armies, and led to Amin fleeing the country. This war changed the future for both

Tanzania and Uganda because it represented a "unifying patriotic struggle” for Tanzania

(Thomas, 2022).

Saudi Arabia

On April 11, 1979, Ugandan dictator Idi Amin fled the Ugandan capital of Kampala as

forces of Uganda National Liberation and Tanzanian Troops sent by Tanzanian president Julius

Nyerere closed in. Kampala fell two days after Amin fled, and a coalition government of former

exiles took power (Ugandan dictator Idi Amin overthrown, 2019). As the eight years of Amin’s

chaotic rule ended, he initially escaped to Libya and ended up in Saudi Arabia. When Amin fled

the country, he searched for protection, and Saudi Arabia provided it. The country gave him

political refugee status and granted him and his family asylum. Saudi Arabia is known as one of

the prime countries to evacuate ousted leaders. Saudi Arabia protected Amin because they

followed long traditional rules of protecting their fellow Muslim leaders or other people who

share the same ideological views (Anderson & Atta, 1991). They provided asylum for Idi Amin

and several other dictators from Tunisia, Yemen, Pakistan, and other countries (Uddin, 2022).

V. Possible Solutions

The International Criminal Court “only holds jurisdiction for the most serious crimes of

concern to the international community” and “the primary responsibility for the state in

question is to prosecute people for war crimes” (War crime: Why did Idi Amin never face trial?,

2019). In that sense, the International Criminal Court is only to be used as an alternative when

that primary responsibility fails” (War crime: Why did Idi Amin never face trial?, 2019).

Because of the fear instilled by the dictator in question, the country has not come forth with

allegations against him, which is why this case is so complicated. However, the United Nations

Security Council also holds the ability to refer cases to the ICC. Thus, it is essential that the court

conducts a fair, unbiased investigation that will lead to a trial.

While this lengthy process takes place, solutions to address the consequences of Amin’s

actions must be implemented. For example, if Uganda wants to regain its prior status, then one

possible approach can be to welcome back all expelled citizens, giving them appropriate

compensation from the government. It is also essential that Uganda’s government takes the

necessary measures to ensure that future democratic elections are fair to further prevent
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regimes that are similar to Amin’s. Above all, if Idi Amin is found to be guilty by the court, he

ought to be internationally condemned and punished for the crimes he committed (Human

Rights Watch, 2020). Without justice, Uganda and other countries will continue to allow such

crimes to persist in their nations; citizens must know that what Amin did will not go unnoticed

and much less unpunished.

VI. Current Status

Advocates and judges will have to consider all aspects of the situation in order to exact a

fair sentence for the accused. Being a self-appointed president, Amin neglected Uganda's

political structure and impartial voting process, leaving it vulnerable to a coup (The Rise to

Power of the Butcher of Uganda, 2016). There is also the matter of the targeted killing of ethnic

groups across the nation due to their support towards Obote, the previous head of state

(Ingham, 2022). However, Amin still has several followers; the removal of the Asian community

in Uganda placed him in a favorable light, as the vast majority of Ugandans were rarely hired

and did not have the opportunity to manage such businesses, restricting the income to Asian

workers (Dawood, 2016). Amin also has considerably strong bonds with Palestine, as he greatly

furthered the pro-Palestinian movements that took place during his rule and helped them

liberate many of their protesters that had been incarcerated (Idi Amin, 2019).

After Amin’s exile, Uganda has been slowly rebuilding itself, starting with the

reinstitution of a proper head of state that will ensure safety and prosperity for both the citizens

and the nation. Israel, in particular, has pitched in, acting as a guide and offering advice for

Uganda’s military, infrastructure, and economy to repair ruined diplomatic relations. The Asian

community, which had been forcibly removed from the country, was welcomed back, relations

with countries like Israel and the United Kingdom were amended after becoming strained, and

massacres of ethnic groups became nonexistent. Uganda may have found ways to rebuild itself,

but Amin’s actions still stand. Whatever the final verdict, subsequent actions will be carried out

accordingly, leaving his innocence or guilt at the hands of the court and the evidence they have

gathered. Idi Amin undoubtedly affected countless lives, and countless more were irrevocably

changed without a say in the matter. It is imperative that the court judges this case with a

critical, unbiased perspective before reaching a verdict for the sake of a fair trial and justice for

all those impacted along the way.
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